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ENERGYAND ANGULAR .DISTRIflLITIONS OF (a,a') AND (d,a) 
RTACT IONS 

Goo.rrçe Merkel 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

November 1, 1961 

ABSTRACT 

Al, Cu, Ag, and Au tarr,ets were bombarded with 24-MoV 

detitorons and 48-MeV alpha particles. Some of the alpha-

particle energy spectra and annular distributions produced 

in the resulting nuclear reactions were measured with a 

range-counter telescope.. 

The data suggest that the compound-nucleus mechanism 

makes a significant contribution to the reaction cross 

sections in thecase of the A1(a,a )Al, A1(d,a)14g, Cu(a,a')Cu, 

and Cu(d,a)Ni reactions. The resulting compound-nucleus 

energy spectra and angular distributions are in fair agree-

ment with predictions of the independent-particle theory, 

and with the semiclassical compound-nucleus theory of Ericson 

and Strutinski0 



.1. INTRODUCTION 

The application of compound-nucleus theory to the 

slow-neutron resonance region is based on a very sound 

experimental and theoretical folmclationG The extension 

of the compound-nucleus concepts into the region of higher-

energy nuclear reactions involving nuclear excitations in 

the continuum is, however, certainly not so firmly estab-

lished. For these higher-energy interactions there is, in 

fact, a tremendous amount of experimental data that is in-

consistent with predictions of the compound-nucleus theory 

as extended to treat closely spaced, overlapping levels. 

For a immber of years the application of compound-nucleus 

theory to the region of overlapping levels had become 

unfashionable; even Weisslcopf indicated that the application 

of the Bohr hypothesis to the high-energy continuum region 

of strongly overlapping states should be questioned on 

theoretical grounds. 1  However, during the last few years 

there has been a rebirth of interest. 2,3  

Even though there is a large body of nuclear reaction 

data that is inconsistent with the compound-nucleus or 

Aj 	 statistical theory, there are also some' data that are quite 

consistent with It 0  Indcod, in the energy region below SO 

NeV, most of the observed inelastic cross sections for many 

Incident particles can he accounted for by the compound-

nucleus mechanism. From the theoretical point of view, 



authors such as Lane and Thomas have treated the statistical 

theory of compound-nucleus roactionin the continuum quite 

rigorously, examining the conditions under which the decay of 

a. highly excited compound nucleus can be random. 

The experiments described here were carried, out with the 

fundamental concept that, although there seems to be a gradual 

transition from compound-nucleus reactions to what are usually 

called direct interactions, there is in reality a basic dif-

ference botweon direct intoractions and compound-nucleus 

reactions. This fundamental difference, according to the Bohr 

hypothesis, is that 'a corpouncI-nuc1eus' reaction is a two-step 

process; a compound nucleus is first formed and then decays in 

a statistically random manner independent of the method of 

formation, except for conservation of energy, momentum, angular 

mornentum,and other usual considerations. Besides establishing 

the difference of an intermediate state that decays in a random 

manner, the compound-nucleus theory implies another not entirely 

unrelated difference; namely, that a compound nucleus has a 

lifetIme many orders Of magnitude as long as the time it takes 

for a direct interaction to occur. This time difference in-

dicates that if an exporimontor wants to observe compound-

nucleus interactions, he should bombard a nucleus and then 

wait a time of the order 	 , where P is the total 

reaction width as calcui..ted by statistical methods. If one. 

assumes the.compound-nucleus theory predictions as correct, 
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at the end of the time T al]. the direct Interactions would 

have taken place and the o;:pc'i.ienter could observe a pure 

compound-nucleus reaction. Unfortunately, Th is still much 

too short a tirie to be handled by present experimental tech-

niques. However, it is not always necessary to wait out a 

time ' before counting in order to observe statistically random 

compound-nucleus reactions, because there are situations in 

which the compound-nucleus cross sections are appreciably 

larger than the less random direct-interaction cross sections. 

The experiments described here are an attempt to determine 

the relative magnitude of the compound-nucleus thechanism as 

compared with less random direct interactions in (a,a)  and 

(d,a) raotions produced by )i8-MOV alpha particles and 24-11eV 

deuterons. We wanted to see if examples, of compound-nucleus 

reactIons. relatively uncontaminated by direct interactions 

could be found. If a nuclear reaction proceeds by the stat-

Istically random compound-nucleus mechanism, it is theoreti-

cally possible to use the cross-section data to obtain in-

formation. about energy-level distributions and angular momentum 

distributions in the residual nuclei. Such information is 

valuable because it can be used empirically to check the appli-

cation of statistical mechanics to nuclear models. 

A casual glance through Bethe's famous review articles 

reveals that the compound-nuclous theory and the application 

of statistical mechanics to the interpretation of highly 



excited nuclear matter sm very old ideas, dating back to 

the 1930t8. During the last 15 years, much nuclear-reaction 

data has been collected with the purpose of nuclear energy-

level determination in mind. The interpretations of these experi-

mental results have unfortunately been very confusing. Some of 

the confusion could be clue to the masking of random compound-

nucleus reactions by other reaction mechanisms. Another 

source of confusion is the lack of knowledge about the angular 

momentum distribution in nuclear levels excited above a few 

NoV. In, a compound-nucleus interpretation of a nuclear re-

action, a knowledge of anrular momentum distribution in the 

residual nucleus can be very important. In some of the experi-

ments discussed here the annular distributions of alpha 

particles emitted with a constant center-of-mass energy are 

anisotropic, but approach symriotry around 90 deg in the 

center-of-mass system. When interpreted in terms of the 

compound-nucleus theory, these angular distributions yield 

information about the nuclear spin distributions in the 

residual nuclei 	The (a,a') and (d,a).scattering experiments 

described here were undertaken with the hope that they rriight 

help to clarify a confused situation. 
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II. EXPERIMEUTAL PROCEDURE 

ccept for a few chnngee, which are described, the 
Y 

experimental arra.ngoment and methods employed have been 

discussed by Fisher 6  Ells, 7  Corizott, 8  and Suxiirners-Gill, 9  ,  

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is 

shoim in Fi. 1, The external 1.8-74eV alpha beam or the 

24-11eV deuteron beam of the Crocker Laboratory 60-inch 

cyclotron Is brought out through the water shielding and 

impinges on a target positioned at the center of the. 

evacuated scattering chamber0 After passing through the 

target, the beam Is collected by a Faraday cup located 

behind the chamber. A triple proportional-counter tele-

scope with a remotely controJ.led angular setting Is used 

to detect a particles produced in the target foil by (a,a') 

and (d,a) reactions. A variable-thickness aluminum absorber, 

also remotely controlled, is located between the counter 

telescopø and the aperture that defines the scattering solid 

angle. The a particles produced by the (a,a') and (d,a) 

reactions pass through an appropriate thickness of the 

variable absorber and stop in a foil that separates the first 

two counters from the third. In this manner, the number of 

a particles scattered to the counter with a range between 

R-(AR/2) and R+(4R/2) can be counted, and the incident 

beam can be monitored in the Faraday cup. 
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Fig. 1, ExperImental arrangernent 	(A) long Iron snout, 
(B) lens aperture s].it, (C) atrong-focusing quad-
rupole lens, (D) cyclotron vault (E) shielding 
wail, (F) steering magnet, (G) electrically free-
floating 3/4-in. collimator, (H) 36-In, scattering 
chamber, (I) target., (J) proportional-counter tele-
scope and variable aluminum absorber, (K) foil wheol 
for measuring beam energy, and '(L) Faraday cup. 
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The "range bite" of counter 	R can be determined, and 

the target thickness and solid anglo subtendedby the counter 

can be measured 0  Consenuontly, the absolute dIfferential cross 

section per unit range, 62  
at each angular position of côuntor 	can be ciculated. 

Beôause the value of the rnge-onergy differential at range 

cAE10 /oR, is knom, the differential cross section 

per unit energy, 

d 2, cr(E I.6 , G,,b ) I J SLIOM  dE 	- 

can also be calculated: 

c cr(EG) 
- 	dE/cR 
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III. THE THIHAL BEAM 

As shjn in Fig, 1, the deflected ôyclotron beam passes 

through thó cyclotron tar&:ot port and then, in order to 

traverse the fringing magnetic field, passes on through the 

long iron snout 0  After next traversing the lens-aperture 

slit the beam enters a 12-ft-long 1.-1n.-diarn brass pipe 

that brings the beam through the water shielding to the 

steering magnet. The strong-focusing quadrupole lens, located 

at the entrance of the 12-ft-long brass pipe, is so positioned 

that when the steering magnet current is turned off the beam 

passes throughthe center of the O-degsteering-magnet port. 

The positional adjustment of the' steering magnet and the 

scattering chamber is such that when the magnet current is 

correctly set the beam is directed 'along the center 'of the 

pipe leading to the scattering chamber and therefore through 

the center of the target foil. Finally the beam is collected 

in the Faraday cup. The focusing properties of the quadrupole 

lens and the steering magnet allow the beam to be focused to 

a 1/4-in. spot at the target. 

Some of the cross sections measured in these experiments 

were very small; consequently, background was a severe problem. 

Probably tho'greatost source of background was (n,'a) reactions 

taking place inside the proportional-counter telescope. In 

order to reduce the neutron background, all collimators on the 
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outside of the water shielding were eliminated. The smallest 

background count was obtained by minimizing the beam strilcing 

the iron snout and 12-ft brass pipe. This result was ac-

coinplished by adjusting remotely, controlled internal col-

limating slits positioned hetwoon the cyclotron tank and the 

cyclotron target port. The lons-aporture collimating slits 

were not used to stop an appreciable amount of beam, but they 

were kept in place to avoid the possibility of variations in 

the beam position resulting fron oscillator power or other 

cyclotron parameter changes. 

The position of the beam in the scattering chamber was 

frequently checked by a monitored, electrically free-floating, 

3/4-in. collimator positioned a few inches in front of the 

scattering chamber entrance port. The steering-magnet current 

was reduced until the beam swung over far enough toward the 

rim of the 3/4-in. collimator hole so that half of the beam 

current struck the collitiator. Next, the steering-magnet 

current was increased, so that the beam swung over to the 

other side of the collimator hole and the beam current 

striking the collimator again read halfmaximum, The average 

value of these two magnet current settings corresponded very 

clOsely to the current vr1ue that centered the beam in the 

scattering chamber, as measured by letting the beam burn a 

pattern into a nuclear emulsion. 
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IV. NEASUREMEETS Q? ITCI})ETT-BEAM ENERGY 
AND DETERMINATION OF BEAM SPREAD 

Beam energy measuromcnts were obtained by determining 

the range of the incident bean in the manner described by 

Ellis and others. 6  Two indôpondont, remotely controlled, 

twelve-position wheels are located behind the exit port 

of the scattering chanber and in front of the Faraday cup. 

One of the wheels varies aluminum absorbers in 10-mg/cm 2  

jumps and the other vernier wheel varies foil thickness in 

1.2-mg/cm2  steps. 

The various combinations of the foils allowed the 

insertion of a wide ran,o of absorber thicknesses between 

the incident beam and the Faraday cup. The voltage developed 

across a suitable resistor by the charge collected in the 

Faraday cup was plottd on a Speedomax recorder as a function 

of absorber thickness inserted into the beam by the rotating 

vernier wheel. Thus the integral number-range curve of the 

incident beam was plotted, and consequently the mean range 

was determined. 

The largest range spread of the incident beam was about 

3.5%. An estimate of the spreadof the incident beam can be 

obtained by unfolding the theoretical energy spread produced 

by multiple Coulomb scatt'ring and range stragglingfrom the. 

measured beam spread. The resulting full-width energy spread 

at half-maximum was usually about l, 
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V. DETECTOR AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS 

19 
	 Comploto details of the design and assembly of the 

three-chamber proportional counter telescope are given by 

the designer, Robert Ellis. 7  The counter telescope was 

used in conjunction with coincident circuits that woie 

arranged so that double coincidences between the first 

two chambers, and triplo cOincidences between all three 

chambers, could be independently counted, The difference 

between double and triple coincidences gave thp number of 

a particles that stop in the range foil between the second 

and third counters or, mother words, within the "range 

b1tO"Rof the counter. In addition, as a check on. the 

difference between doubles and triples, an anticoincidence 

circuit was used to count the number of coincidences between 

the first two chambes in anticoincidence with the third, 

The electronic •arrannement used in these experiments, 

as sho'rn in Fig. 2, is slightly different from that described 

by Ellis, in that the pulses from the first two chambers must, 

in order to be counted, produce voltages that fall not only above a 

lower limit, but also below an upper limit. It was found that the target-

out background count was greatly reduced by also demanding an upper 

limit. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the electronics. 
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vi. ALIGNMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND 
DETERMI NAT I ON OF "RANGE BITE" 

At the beginning of a run, aftor the various coincidence 

and anticoincidence circuits had been brought into time coin-

cidence with an electronic pulsor, the counter was set at 

approximately 25 dog while a thin Au target was bombarded 

with 48-MeV a particles. Since for Au, elastic scattering 

predominates at angles less than about 30 dog, this forward 

angle ensured that an essentially monochromatic beam was 

incident upon the counter telescope. 

The variable Al absorber in front of the proportional 

counters Was then set so that most of the a particles 

corresponding to the denter of the elastic peak stopped in 

the foil that separa1s—the second and third proportional 

counters. At this absorber setting the average pulse heights 

from the first and second proportional counters wore at a 

maximum. The maximum pulse heights indicated that the a 

particles in the first two proportidnal counters were nearly 

at the end of their range, and that there was a high probability 

that they would stop in the foil separating counter 2 from 

counter 3. The linear amplifier gains were then adjusted 

so that the mean pulse-height output of the linear ompli-

fiers was about L0 V. Next, the lower discriminators for 

the first two counters were set to about 35 V, and the 
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upper dI/criminators to 90 V. Since the third chamber is 

strictly a yes-or-no 'devico, the discriminator for the third 

chamber was set to 5  V 9  a vo].tao that is just above electronic 

noise. The variable absorber setting that corresponded to the 

center of the elastic peal: could now be deterniinedmore pre-

cisely by notinrç the d:iffcrenco between double and triple 

coincidences per unit cbarge in the Faraday. cup. The final 

adjustments of the discriminator values were made with t'cie aid 

.of.discriminator curves. Figure 3 shows sample dicriminator 

curves with marks indicating typical voltages at which dis-

criminator biases were sot for the nuclear cross-section 

measurements. 

After the discriminator biases were finally set, the 

range bite" that corresponded to the discriminator settings 

could be determined. First an elastic peak spectrum was 

obtained, i.e., the difference, er unit Faraday cup charge, 

bet;een double and triple coincidenbos was plottedas a 

function of absorber thickness. At any absorber thickness 

B, the number of double coincidences minus triplos is equal 

to the number of particics with a range between R-(R/2) 

and R+(R/2). This difference is also equal to the product 

of the number of particles stoppiig In unit range times the 

11range bite" (dN/dR)R. As described by Vaughn °  the 

determination of (dN/dR) 	across the region of the elastic 

peak plus the doterminstion of the total elastic differential 
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Fig. 3. Typical discriiiinator curves: (a) Is for counter 
No. 1 with biases on counters 2 and 3 fixed, (b) is 
for cbuntei No. 	with biases on counters 1 and 3 
fixed. Arrows indicate final upper and lower dis 
criminator settings: the pulses in countorsl and 2 
must fall between arrows in order to be counted. 



cross section allows the ' tr'anr,c bito to be calculated, 

becauo 

A 	 NR, (2) 

where A = the area under tho elastic Peak spectrum, and 

N = the total number of prirticles in the elastic peak. 

The value of N can be obt'ainod by first lowering the 

discriminator biases for the first two counters. to about 

10 V, and then reducinr The variable-absorber thickness 

about 20mg fromthe absorbe' thickness corresponding to 

the elastic peak. The reluction in cliscriminatOr.bjases, 

accompanied by a reduction in 'absorber thickness, means 

that all the elastically scattered a particles can pass 

through the three proportional cOunters and be counted. 

That the.a particles do indeed pass through all the three 

counters is verified by the very close agreement between 

the double and triple coincidence r'atos. The "rangebite' 

varied from about 2.91 mg/cm 2  to 3.13 mg/cm2 , depending 

primarily on the second discriminator setting 

•20 
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VII. DIFFERENTIAL C 1 O -ECTIO CALCULATIONS 

The cross section per storadian per unit energy in the 

laboratory coordinate system is rivon by the expression 

dzcr 	 X (3) 
ddE 	N 	fL,,,6  (dE 1 /dR) LR 

where X = No. of particles scattered into the solid angle 

, N = No. of particles incident on the target, 
2 

and n = No, of tarr,et nuclei per cm 	the 

solid angle subtended by the detector collimator at the 

target, R = the range bite of the counter in mg of Al, 

and dEj (, L,/dR= the appropriate differential range-
energy value corresponding to the lab energy of the counted 

a particles.. After transformation to the c.m. coordinate 

system the above expression becomes 

dao = 	 EE/E 
I V?- 	4) 

dE 

where E is the energy of the inelastically scattered a 

particle in the center-of-mass system. 11  

For convenience in inte"preting the experirrieçLtal data, 

some of the terms on the right-hand side of q. (3) can be 

replaced by quantities that are known or directly measured in 

2  the experiment. The number of target nuclei per cm can be 
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•rritten as n = (TN0cos eT  )/N, where N0  is Avogadros number, 

T is the target thic1cnosr in ms/cm 2 , eTIS the angle between 

the bearry direction and the normal to the target, and N is 

the atoiriic weight of the target. The counteraperture solid 

angle AaI,6  subtended by the counter at the target is given 

by S/r 2  , where S is the area of the counter aperture and 

r is the distance from the center of the portion of the 

target struck by the beari to the center of area S. The number 

of particles incident on.tho target is given by N = CV /0, 

where C is the beam-integrating capacitanco in farads, V is 

the electrometer potential in volts, and o is the charge of 

the incident deutorons or ci, particles in Coulombs. Thus, the 

final result in a more suitable form for calculations is 

d 2 _ 	NTN0cos\ r [E_ /E jaO 
dfl dE X (.M) 	(c) 

The a-particle energy distributions at constant lab 

angles were calculated with Eq.. () from data collected with 

absorber settings changed by 2.40-mg or 4.8-mg steps between 

counts. The absorber was varied from 0 mg/cm2  to about 

20 mg/cm2 , beyond the maximum possible range of the a particles 
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produced in the (a,a' ) or (d,a) reaction being, studied. 

Since the inherent minimum range of the counter is about 

2 18.8 mg/cm, a particles with an energy less.than about 

10.8 NoV could not be counted. 

For the Al and Cu targets, there was always at least 

a decrease by a factor of 10 in the number of counts per 

unit charge collected in the Faraday cup when the variable-

range absorber of the countor was increased beyond the 

maximum possible range of the a. rarticles produced in the 

(a,a' ) or (d,a) reactions. In the case of the heavier 

targets, Ag and Au, the background due to (n,a) reactions 

produced in the counter walls became an important correction 

for some of the small cross sections at large scattering 

angles. The decrease Ln the number of counts per unit charge, 

as the absorber thickness exceeded the maximum possible a- 

particle range for the reactIons being studied, sometimes 

only amounted to a factor of 3. The background due to 	(n,a) 

reactions could still be subtracted, however, because if the 

cyclotron parameters were kept constant this background 

tended to remain constant as the absorber thickness was 

increased beyond the dropoff point. 	 The results of the 

treatment of the energy dIstribution data for the (a,a') and 

(d,a) reactions are shoim in Figs. t. through 11. 

The accuracy of the Au data in the region below the 

Coulomb barrier is 1in.ted by a. low-onergya-particlo back- 
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y the (a,a') reaction when Al is bombarded with 48- 
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figures, energy E Is always the c.m. energy of the 
a. particle, and not tho channel energy of the a 
particle. 
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ground. This background could be reduced, but not completely 

eliminated, by the removal of the Au target from the beam 

path. Two possible sources of the background are (a) (n,a) 

reactions that occur in the walls of the scattering chamber 

or proportional counters, and. (b) (a,a') reactions that occur 

in the vacuum-pump oil films that tend to form on the target 

foils. 

The angular distributions were obtained in a slightly 

different manner than the energy distributions at constant 

lab angle. First, the values of the range R. that correspond 

to a constant c.m. enerar were calculated for the various 

counter angles. Since the sr.'iallet range step of the counter 

was 1.2 mg/cm2 , the counter could not always be set to the 

precisely calculated rnge. Therefore, at each angie a series 

of counts with differct absorboi.settiflgS, but corresponding 

to a constant arount of charge on the Faraday cup, were made, 

2 
the absorber being v,ar -I e6 in 2.4-mg/cm steps from about 

10 mg/cm2  below to 10 mg/cm above the range H. The resulting 

points, plotted as a funcl;ion of range, were usually on a 

smooth curve that could be usod to interpolate the number of 

counts per unit Faraday cup cbarP,0 at the calculated ran ge. 

The value of the number of counts at range H obtained by inter-

polation was then inserted into Eq. (5) so that the cross 

section for the angular distribution could be calculated. 

The results of this data tretrent are shom in Figs. 12 

tough 14 and 20 through 25. 
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particles produced by bombarding Al with -NeV 
a particles. 
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VIII, DISCU.Y Oi EOS 

To related quantitios nrc measured by the range counter 

in these experiments, (a ab.oJ.uto cross section per sr per 

NoV for the production of a particles with range R, and (b) 

the range 11 of these a rarticlos. If the energy shift of 

the cyclotron beam owinr to changing cyclotron parameters 

is neglected, and if offcct duo to the energy, or range, 

resolution of the experimcntal techniques are neglected, the 

relative error of the r nswrnd cross sections can easily be 

estimated. A precise calculation of the relative errors in 

the absolute cross secti)ns, w:ich takes energy resolution 

into consideration, WOUIC be much more difficult and will not 

be attempted. The effect of energy resolution on the absolute 

cross-section accuracy will, however, be discussed semi-

quentitatively. 

The cross-section owwccssion En. () is in the form of 

a product of several irdciendent terms; and therefore, 

neglecting energy resolution. complications, the relative 

cross-sectional error can be obtained in the usual manner 

by taking the square root of the sum of the square of the 

individual relative errors. VIrien this is done, the con-

tributions of the relative errors of X and AR are found to 

outweigh the relative errors of all other factors. The 

relative error of X (X is the nuiroor of counts with target in 
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minus the number of counts with target out) results from 

cyclotron use-time ljmii;atjons. Sometimes, in the case of 

extremely small cross sec' -.1.ons, the relative error of X was 

as large as •7' 	An est:L'atjou of the error that could be 

introducod into the quantity X by target contaminat:Lon with 

vacuum-pump oil was obta.:acd froi the Au(a,a' )Au' and Au(d,a)PdC 

energy spectra. As alracly indicated, this contamination was 

only imDortant in the Au bombardments, and evOn then only 

in the a-particle energy region below the Coulomb barrier. 

The error introduced by the second factor, •LR, is of a different 

nature, The range bite R wa.s sometimes found to have changed 

by as much as 	over a 2, -1iour reriod. Since the proportional- 

counter high voltages we - a carefully monitored with a bridge, 

the changes in AR wore piobably caused by discriminator bias 

drift, or linear amplifier or preamplifier drift. When' the 

errors in X and AF are combined, a relative error in the cross-

section measurements of about iO': or less is. obtained. 

The errors in ene 	moasuremonts are primarily due to 

three factors: (a) the energy resolution of the range counter, 

(b) loss of energy by the a particles or deutorons in the 

target foils,, and (c) the cyclotron beam-energy drift. Since 

the third factor is relatively insignificant, it can be neg-

lected, and only the first two contributions to a lack of 

energy resolution are discussed. 
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The range counter iuetu.ures the nuuber of particles that 

are within the range bite 	This means that the energy 

resolution of the counter et lowor eiergios is limited by the 

large values of the difforeritia]; 	dE 1 /dR. Because of the 
ab 

value ofR i always very close tO 3 m/em2 , and because the 

lowest a-particle energy tiu t can be measured with the range 

counter is 10.8 MoV, the oarest ncr1y resolution of the 

counter occurs at 10.8 i•cV and. is ± 1/2fl(dElab/dR) = ± 0. 

i'eV, where dlb/dR  is the diffc2.'ontial range for 10.8-14eV 

a particle. The relative roselution of the counter improves 

for hiher-energy a particles inf. ct, if the range bite 

were the only consideration, a completely monochromatic 

i.8-NeVd beam could be measured to within ± 0.16 MeV Actually, 

the experimental width of L-1•eV a partcles scattered from 

a thin Au target is - O. ieV waich corresponds to 5  mg/cm 

of Al. The difference between the actual resolution of 

mg/cm and the range b:Le c.mi be explained by the I  cyclotron 

beam spread and the strar';c 7.n: that L2-1'IeV a partic es undergo 

before their energy is reduced to 10.8 14eV, the energy at 

which they enter the first ro:.ortiona1 counter. 

As already indicated, only part of the energy-measure-

mont inaccuracy stems from the counter. The energy losses 

of a particles in the taiyet foils can introduce still further-

inaccuracies in thedate analysis. . The thiciciess of the 

2  target foils used in thèe oxrerirsnts was 0.7  m/cm for Al, 



2 	 2 	 2 5.8 rig/cm 	or Cu, ( (' m2/cti io' &g, and 5.15 mg/cm for 

Au. In the case of Cu, for •oxano1e, an 11-NoV a particle 

could lose 1.5 MeV if it traversed the entire targot-foil 

thickness beforo emerginr froi the foil. 

In the reduction of the e.?eriiTlental data, all the a 

particle, are considered to bve a range .R that corresponds 

to a particles coring from te center foil depth. Actually, 

the a, particles considerecl to have range R can have a range 

that can be longe' or shorter than R, depending on the 

combined effect of the omitting nucleus depth in the target 

foil and the range bite. Li t the number of a particles 

produced in the target foil, with the, actual range R'be 

denoted by Xt(Rt) :  ther the number of particles treated in 

the data analysis as, having rangeR is related to X ' (R')by 

X(R) 	 Xr(Rt)dRI 

where g (R.') is a density function having th fórm of a 

taezoid'al "range aperture. u  A diagram of the range 

trapezoid is shown in Fig. 15. 

For a particles with low energies, the large values 

of dElab/dR  and the width at half-max•inrum of the range 

trapezoid imply a relatively large irncertainty about the 

energy of the a particlo.oroduced in the targe.t foil. 

Perhaps this is best ii.utratcd by an extreme example: 

the limits placed on a 12.5 - MeV a particle when emitted 
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from the Cu target foil are ± 1.8 NoV. The decrease in 

the value of dEl ab/dR as bbe a-particle energy increases 

improvosthe resolution at higher energies. The energy-

uncertainty limits for a 2-1oV a particle em:ttted from 

the Cu target are ± 1.0 ItcV. In the cross- section calcu- 

lations, the changes in dE1ab/dR, are taken into consideration 

by the (dEl ab/dR) 	term of Eq. (). 
This method of data 

analysis is only corroc to the extent that the range dis-

tribution of a particin.s undcr the range trapezoid, 

can be approximated as a constant. 

The average value of the ranges R ' , (R ~av corresponding 

to a value of H is riven by 

KR>av 	
(iT)XI(R!)RtdRt 

Consequently <
R2V 

can be different from H, and the differ-

ences between them can therefore he another source of error. 

The, effect of these poaible differences between X(R) and 

X '  (H ' ), and also betteen H and Ov y  was investigated by 

determining X' (H') at seveial scattering angles by unfolding 

X 1  (H' ) from X(R). The results indicated an error up to 201/110 

for the, low-energy cross-aeótion measurements. But it must 

be emphasized that unfoldin is not necessarily a unique 

operation; therefore, this estimate of error may not be 

accurate. 
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Another source of eror arises if an appreciable 

number of He 3  ions are produced in the target foil. The 

Hc 3  ion has arange-enorty curve that is very similar to 

the He curve. Consequnt1y, the range counter cannot 

discriminate between Ii€3  and Ho 1 . In Fig. 9, for the 

Cu(d,a)ti data, there are some peaks, indicated by arrows, 

that are probably due to a(d,Hc1 3 ) reaction. Fortunately, 

the presence of an appreciable number of He 3  ions is 

indicated by a sudden c1ino in te counting rate at the 

range corrospondin to tbe (d,He 3 ) energy threshold. 
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VIII. DISCUSS IOi or 001ff oJITD-1mCLEUs TITE;oRY 

Before we attempt to interpret the foregoing expori-

mental results in terms of te cwi'ound-nuclou theory, it 

would perhaps be desirable to discuss this theory in some 

detail. As stated in tbo introduction, the aoplicability 

of the Bohr hypothesis to tbe low-ener,y neutron, resonance 

region is well 	establis.'. The lifetime of the intermediate 

compound nucleus is lone' oneliTh so that a fairly siarp energy 

level exists. If only oo dofinite quanttp state of the 

nucleus is excited, thedocri roortios of the state are 

independent of the warr 	:te is formed. Once the energy 

levels begin to overlap, ho:ovor, the assumption that the 

intermediate compound 	uclous wJ.11. decay in a manner in- •  

dependent of the node Of formation is open to serious doubt, 

because the decay proreri;ies. of the system will depend on the 

mode of formation. The 	sumntiOfl of independent decay in 

the rgion of overlappinr, cner:y levels must have a different 

justification than that for the indoendont decay of an 

isolated state. Neisskopf has given a semiclassical 

plausihility argurnent for the possibility Of independent 

decay itho continuum According to his.argurnent, in a 

compound-nucleus reaction the incident projectile dissipates 

its energy by succossivc co.lisiors with nucloons as it 

penetrates into the nucleus; and the energy of the inter- 
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action becomes widely d striuted among the copound-nuc1eus 

cOnstituents, so that no icU.vi1uel nucleon in the compound 

nucleus has enough enorn - . to r.mrirre immediately from the 

otcntial well of the COY;OUfld nucleus. The sharing of the 

oflegy by all the larticic of the system could yield a chaos 

o emit particics in a icmdom manner. Woisskopf found, 

o:ever, a difficulty wh!'n the quasi-classical description is 

ronalyzed and related to the quantum description) HG points 

out that If the averare distance between enerqy levels is D, 

and if the nucleus can 'cc corsidcred to behave in a somewhat 

periodic manner, the ne:.iod of time between the same nuclear 

confir ration may be e:.cte. 	to 	he approximately (21c)1D. 

is the energy width 	a state, the lifetime of the state 

is 	 In the continuum 	D, and therefore we have 

, and the nucleus cannot possibly go through 

all its many configurations bcfo:c decaying. According to 

this viewpoint, the decsr of a corsound nucleus might not be 

a random process indenondni; of tbq method of formation. 

Early theoretical discussions of compound-nucleus reactions 

in the continuum were •b85ed primarily on the assumption that 

nuclear reactions proceed in a statistically random manner, and 

no attempt was made to ottain a rigorous derivation of the Bohr 

hypothesis. More recently, relatively rigorous attempts have 

been made to. justify the snrlicatibn of the Bohr hypothesis in 

the continuum. For examu]e, as mentioned in the Introduction, 



Lane and Thomas, us.ng t 	1'-m:.. trix theory of nuclear 

reactions, have derived Ui ccpound-nucleUs theory in the 

continuum by using more 	cc:tely dofinod assumptions. 3  

Satchler has given a succinct and simplified resune of this 

exceedingly mathematical .7orb 1  

In the R-matrix theo'-y 's ar'lied to compound-nucleus 

rections, the compound -ciis is.described by a complete 

sot of waite equations, H"t' $' . The amplitude of a wave 

fünction 	at any entra: cbainel C is given by the reduced 

width 	. The corresodi1: channel width is then given 

b 	= , whorc 	tb.e barrier-penetration 

probability. Accordin,q o t-tri;z theory, a nuclear reaction 

involving entrance cI nncT Cl , c;:it channel C2, and energy E 

can be rigorously descr:b.;d by a scattering or collision 

matrix S12 . The cross ccticn or the reaction is ivonby 

. 	a 
= 	ta 

where 	 I 	i 

and 	 ____ 

P\C-t,ca L_1 E—E 
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Mathematically, the Bohr hypothesis corresponds to a cross 

section that can be factored into two indepenen terms; 

the first is the cro 	section for the formatIon of the 

compound nucleus, and the second gives the prbbabilities 

of the various modes o:fl comoiind-nucleusdocar. The os-

sumptions that Lane and Thomas found were necessary to 

obtain a statistically r.ndom compound-nucleus theory with 

a factorable cross-section expression are the following: 

 

where F 	1, and D = the average level spacing; 

(7/C))<cC <K 1, 

where 	is obtained by avera,ing over channels C 

and levels 

the reduced width terms such as 	have random 

Phases )  

and 	' 

the energy range considered when averagincross 

sections is much greater than 



so 

If tho foregoinr: 	ri l;J.ons are valid, the Bohr 

hypothesis and compounf-clus theory is applicable in 

the continuum even thouh the comoound nucleus cannot go 

through all its possblo configurations before decaying, 

that is, even though 	 The roquiement 

that the compound nucleus hove cnou,h time to go through 

all poszible .configurat*or bfore decaying is reducód to 

the requirement that its lifot:Lme be long erioiIgh to sample 

a larc number of ossibi.c couTiurations. It should be 

omohasjzod that the factorable cross section 	applies 

to a compound nucleus with ssc:7.fic angular momentui. If 

the total cross section is obto:i.nod by suniing over all 

spins and angular momenta, the resultin.g total cross section 

need not be a factorable e:ression. 

Ny derivations of the statistical theory of compound-

nucleus reactions contoin the added assumption that the 

distribution of states in the residual nucleus with spin I 

is proportional to 21+1.. This assumption about spins not 

only yields an isotroic cistribution of reaction products, 

but also yields a very h.iple relationship between the density 

of energy levels in a resi1ual nucleus and the particles 

emitted from the compound nucleus, 

,-, N (E) oc F  c7-  ( E) P (E e  x) 
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where 11(E) 	the nu;bor o pu'ticles orntttod 1ith. energy E 

(E) = the total cro,'S section forthe invrse reaction, 

and Eex = the donsity of rn .orrr,y levels in the rosidual nucleus 

excited to the corresponinc onery 

As discussod in Appen.ix B y  there is sorn theoretical 

basis.for assuninr thtt the distribution of states with 

angular riomontum I in a uc1ous excited to the continuum is 

given by an expression rp:ro::imatoly of the form 

p(E e Av I) = Lp(E 1 O) e)~ PL- (CO h St) -L '-J . (6)  

Ercson and Strutin:i have obtained a .seriiclassical den-

vation for comound-nuc]:s cross sections in the eontinuum 

which holds wben the 	:o.nturi distributions are 
13 

given by Eq. (6). 	Th.o aoriv:iOn of trieseauthors, with 

a fe;: changes, is given in Anendix A. 

emitted in the direction U follows: 

dfLokE?. 
CO 

= (EO) a 

PCV,  (ECY110) 
	 1 

Their result for particles -. 

x 	 (z  
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• whose terms are defined in Apendi:z A. 

Accordini to Ea. (7), corn C)ufld.-UC1OUS angular. dis-

tribtions are not necessarily isotropic, but they ar. 

snmetric around 90 deg in. the c.rn. system. The symmetry 

around 90 de is a genersl piop,erty because the angular 

momentum imparted to the 	 by the incident 

particle is perpendicular to the incident beam. This angular 

momentum cannot be entirely absorbed by the residual nucleus 

because, as Eq. (6) indicates, the residual nucleus does not 

have many states with l.are anculai momenta......The compound 

nucleus must dispose of some of its angular momentum by 

emitting particles in a direction perpendicular to the angular 

momentum vectors of the .conrnound nucleus. . The only common 

direct ions perpendicular to 1l the compouidflU.eU5 angular 

momentum vectors are the d±'eCtjOflS parallel and antiparallel 

to' the incident particles. ConsoquotlY, the maximum numbers 

of partial . ed are emitted in these two directiQfls. ..•. 
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IX. INTERPRE TAT I ON OF E7KPERINENTAL RESULTS 

A. C'ualitstivo Discussion 

The oxperimental data, 	41 through J4 and20 through 

2, indicate three general trends. Agreement with Eq. (7) is 

approached as 

the energy of the emibteda particle decreases, 

the angle of the mitted a particle increases,. 

and 
the mass of thetarget nucleus becomes lighter. 

More specifically, in the Al(ca')A1', Cu(a,at )Cu, and 

Ag(a,a t  )Ag reactions, 1igs.. 12 through 14, the angular dis-

tributions of a particles emitted with c.m. energies equal 

to approx 15  MoV tend to approach symmetry around 90 deg. 

These is, however, always divergence from syiretry at forward 

angles. TheAl(a,a')AJ 	and Cu(ci,a')Cu angular distributions 

become even more peaked in the forward directions when the 

emitted a-particle energy is above 20 NeV, but at large angles 

there is still an increase in differential cross section 

consistent with Eq. (7). Figures 21, 23, and 25 indicate a 

similar tendency toward symmetry around 90 deg in angular 

distributions of approx 1-34eV a particles produced respec-

tively by the Al(d,a)Mg, Cu(d,ct)Ni', and Ag(d,a)Pd reactions. 

Figure l)L indicates that the angular distribution for 

33.8-MeV a particles emitted from the Ag(a,a' 	reaction 
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is almost completely peaked in tlie forward direction and is 

not in agreement with the compound-nucleus theory. There is 

a tendency for the angular distribution to remain constant 

at large angles, but there is no hint of the increase ex- 

pected from Eq. (7). Finally, Figs. It  and 11 for the heaviest 

target, Au, indicate that the u(a,a' )Au and Au(d,a)Pt ro-

actionsare strongly peaked in the forward direction, and 

that the predominant reaction mechanism is not conound-

nucleus at any scattcrirg angle. 

The nuclear reaction trends discussed in the preceding 

paragraphs are not surprisIng when we realize the compound-

nucleus theory deals with a. reaction mechanism that often 

produces the lowest possible experimentel cross section. 

As discussed in Section V]U; a compound-nucleus reaction can 

be regarded as a successive nubr of collisions between the 

incident particle and the nucleons inside the target nucleus, 

such that no individual nucleon or group of nucloons has 

enough energy to escape from the compound-nucleus potential 

iiediately. The average compound-nucleus lifetime is many 

orders of magnitude longer than the time it takes the incident 

particle to traverse a distance equal to the nuclear diameter. 

It is always possible, hotzever, that a fast process occurs 

involving a single pro jectile-nucleofl collision, or a suc-

cession of collisions, resulting in a distribution of energy 

among the interacting nucleons so that immediate escape from 
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• the collective nuclear rotential is possible. Such fast 

H' nuclear Peactions can have cross sections that are much 

• ..larger than the conound-nucleus cross sections. 

• 	In nuclei such as Al end. Cu, the variation of the 

• 	energy level density as a function of excitation energy 

is not nearly as steep as in relatively heavy nuclei such 

as Ag and Au. These lighter nuclei also have smaller 

Coulomb barriers. Consequently, the compoundnucleus-

theory prediction for a-particle emission from light- 

and medium-mass nuclei is large compared to thepedictions 

for a particle emission from heavy nuclei. This can be the 

reason that the ('a,a') and (d,a) reactions on Al and Cu show 

a greater degree of agreement with the compoun.-nucleUs theory 

than the (a,a) and(d,a) reactions on Ag and. Au. 

The excitation.fupctiOflS •shorn in FIgs. 16 and 17, ob- 

tained by Blann et al., are in general agreement with the 

hypothesis that the compound-nucleus mechanism is a major 

contributor to •(a,at) cross sections in the medium-mass 

region ' 	The Ii58( a , an \Ti7 and N1 8 (a,ap)C0 	excitation 

functions go through a maximum and then decrease because of 

competition from the Ni 8 (a,2fl)Ni 6  and Ni 8 (a,apn)Co 6  

excitation functions. The small cross section shown for the 

production of Ni56  inFt. 17 is consistent with compound- 

nucleus theory because Ni 6  as two closed shells, and, as indicated 

inthe section on level densities, a doubly magic nucleus has 
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58 	56 	 55 
a low density of states. The Ni (d,a)Co 	nd M? (d,an)Co 

excitation functions obtained by Blann and 1ierce1 (FiR. 18) 

also show cornpornd-uceus co2apctition. 5  Fie 19 shows 

the Au197(ajan)Au19,  and Au197(,2n)Au19S excitation func- 

•16 tions. 	For these Au excitation functions ther.e is no 

maximuri followed by a decrease owinr, to ompound-nucleus 

coipetition; the Au197 ( a , en )Au19  and the Au197(a,a2n)Au195 

excitation functions are both mohotonic increasinR functions 

of the inciaent projectile cierry. This lack of competition 

indicates that in a heavy nucleus such as Au the a -particle -emission. 

niechanisu oI.d 	very 	vi.l b. a 	onran(loJcijreci procfss. 
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B, 1,Tuclear level DsityFpressioii 

Equation (7) imPl I es that if a nuclear reaction proceeds 

by the compound-nucleus mechanism, the behavior and magnitude 

of the rpaction cross section can be used to check theoretical 

expressons for nuclear loveland angular momentum distri-

butions of the residu1 nuclei. In the following paragraphs, 

an attempt is made to s'- o if the assuied compound-nucleus 

components of the (a,at) and (d.,) data are consistent with 

the nuclear level and angular-momentum predictions of the 

simple independent-particle theory. According to the in-

dependent-particle model, the nuclear energy loveland nuclear 

angular momentum distributions are given by 

- caT   I 	r P(,Eex)T,) - 	 e x p __ 	

L 
a d 

1/4 	.. 
X ( 

Eex 

3€) expft(4) 

wtcf(EexsJ) 	the density of tates of a nucleus with spin 

J and e>:c:Ltation energy Eex, 
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the average proton level spacin at the top 

of the Fermi distribution, 

the average netron level 	acing at the top 

of the Fermi distributiOn, 

1/2 
2 Eex Ka 1  

and 

<?v = 	F 	pm 
m 

The 	andpm arc, rcsoctively, the average neutron and 

proton level density at Uhe top of the Fermi distribution, 

with the z comporent of total angular rriomentuzo equal to in. 

A more thorough discussion of nuclear level densities 

is found in Appendix B. This appandix also contains con-

sideratiOns why, to at least a first approximation, the 

neglect of shell, collective, and nucleon pairing effects 

may be reasonable. 

AccordIng to Eq. (8), the bbavior of a highly excited 

nucleus is determined to a large degree by two parameters 

S and<VY7v.  There are some relatively .elementay ways 
of estimating these parameters. For exaanple, as described 

in Appendix B. a iiuclear modeL consisting of nucleons in a 
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momentum-dependent potenUa. can 

average level spacing at the top 

where 
N = the effective nucleon 

be used to calculate the 

of the Fermi distribution, 

3 	icAM 
2 ,( ) 

mass at the Fermi level, 

R = the radius of the nucleus, 

N = the number of neutrons in the nucleus, 

Z = the number of protons in the nucleus, 
and 

EF  = the Fermi 	'• 

A calculation oriinlly made by Bethe 	that gives a 

value for <m~,,,/S is also described in Appendix B. 	Utilizing 

a nuclear model consising of nucleons in an infinite square 

well, with no spin-orbit coupling, Bethe obtains 

S 2 5 

where 
= the moment of inertia of a nucleus if the nucleus 

acts as a rigid rotor, 

N = the nucleon nass, 

R = the radius of the nucleus, 
and 

A = the number of nucleons in the nucleus. 



L 

As indicated in Appendix B, tbe influences of rnornentu- 

depefldent forces on the value of can be con- 

sidcred by substituting  til I  e  effective nucleon mass 14* for 

N in Eq. (10). 

Ericson and Strutinski give a semiclassical inter-

pretation of the ririd-rotor behavior of a highly excited 

nucleus. 13 If the nucleus is pictured as a rigid rotor with 

moment of 1nerti. 'rip' then only that part of the total 

excitation energy Eex  equal to Ee 	J2/2•Irjg  is available 

for excitation of the fermions. Therefore, the-anpular 

momentum distributIon at excitation energy, E ex would be 

given by 	(Eex_lJ2/2Irig),wnero P(Eex )•is the total 

density of st.tes at energy Eex.  According to Eq. (B.2) 

in Appendix B, the total density of nuclear levels at 

excitatio.n Eex  is given by 

P(ECX) 

where 	, 	and 	are as al'eady defined. Thus according 

to the rigid-rotor model the arular momentum distribution 

at excitation energy Eex  is ivcn by 



6 

= P (F— —,;~ 7-J. - V 2- Iv -ts ) 

c  E.- X 	P 

T 1 Pf — 3S  

(EexO) 	
2TJ 

where T = (E €  Y,  S
)2/ 

If a geometrical orjent,ton fctor is included, the spin 

distribution becomes 

P(Eex,T) 	(T l(Ee 7 O) ex.p[ 	(H) 

 2TT- ,j~ 

The substitution 	 converts Eq. (11) into 

an expresion very sii)ilar to Eq. (8) 



C. Simplifying Assumptions 

Before the compound-nucleus components of the (a,a ' ) 

and (d,a) reactions are interpreted, in terms of the semi-

classical compound-nucleus theory and the independent-

particle theory, i.e., in terms of Eqs. (7) and (8), some 

of the many simplifying assumptions should be discussed: 

The semiclassical theory of Ericson and Strutinski, 

as described in Appendix A, assumes that the Incident particles 

and the target nuclei have zero spin, Since I8'-NeV a particles 

and 2ti.-MOV deuterons introduce relatively large angular momenta 

into the compound nucleus, the calculations also apply to 

target nuclei with small (</2) spins. In the reactions 

under discussion, the assumption is weakest for 24-MeV deuterons 

incident on Al. In this reaction, the Al target has spin /2, 

and the maximum angular momentum that can be imparted by a 

24-MeV deutoron to the compound nucleus is approximately 8; 

the assumption should therefore be valid. Even in this weakest 

case the spins vectorially add or subtract in a manner that 

tends to ôompensate for the neglect of spins. More precise 

quantum-mechanical compound-nucleus theories that also take 

the spins Into consideration exist; 17  a more thoz'ough but also 

more complicated treatment is certainly possible. 

The a-particle and deuteron transmission coefficients T 1 (I) 

and T 2 () of Eq. (7), used in the following treatment of data, are from 
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opticaJ.-'model oalcul.tjons that were made with real and 

imaginary optical-model potentials V and W obtained by 

interpolation of values given by Igo. 	The use of the 

optical model to obtain the transmission coefficients for 

the formation of a compound nucleus involves the assumption 

that all inelastic nuclear reactions result in the formation 

of a compound nucleus 0  Excitation functions indicate that 

perhaps 90% of the inelastic absorption results in compound-

nucleus formation. Unfortunately, the most important values 

of the transmission coefficients are the values for large-

impact parameters. Many of the inelastic reactions cor-

responding to these large-impact parameters probably do not' 

result in compound-nucleus formation 0  

Still other assumptions, involved in the use of the above 

optical-model parameters to obtain compound-nucleus trans-

mission coefficients, are that the values of the potentials 

V and W are not only the same for excited and ground-state 

nuclei, but also that they are independent of'a-particle 

energy. 

Lack of sufficient optical-model data on deuterons makes 

it difficult to calculate the deuteron transmission coef -

ficients. In order to take at least Coulomb-barri"er effects 

into consideration, the transmission coefficients..are cal-

culated using the same optical-model potentials as those used 

for the a-particle calculations. Since the values of V and W 

that are used correspond to very absorptive nuclear matter, 



the resulting transmission coefficients are basically 

consistent with the notion that the deuterons are absorbed 

when they strike the target nucleus Q, 

(a) In order to insert the independent-particle ox-

pression of Eq. (8) into Erioson and Strutinski's semi-

classical derivation of compound-nucleus cross sections, 

it is necessary to mnke the following approximation, 

eA~ — — 'a ~:~ T. ex a T 2_ 	
• 

where c' 	 can be either 

( E) 	(<>OW / 6 ) 
or 

= ¶/a (Eex 	((a / 

depending on whether the spin distribution refers to the 

compound nucleus or the residual nucleus. In the first of the 

two preceding equations, , E cn  is the excitation energy of the compound 

nucleus, and in the second Eex  is the excitation energy of the residual 

nucleus, 

(d) The values of the total level width of •a compound 

nucleus with spin I s 
	 , are assumed not to depend on the 

spin. 	This 'simplification is based on the assumption that 

the main contribution to the total decay probability comes 

from low-energy neutrons and protons, particles that do not 



M.  

carry away very, much anrular momenuiu. By integrating 

over all pai'ticle-emision directions of Eq. (7), the. 

value of the total level width is shown to be 

	

floe 	EJ 	e jO) Er2ct rIj]1(t) 
riLpon(E cn,O)expLI] 

or 

	

oC 	Pr ( , EeA)  D. expL(— 	I 	] TzM  

where the notation is the ssme as in Appendix A, and the 

summation refers to all possible decay channels 0  In the compound- 

nucleus reaction cross section (Eq. 7), the term Pcn(Ecn  0) exp[acjIZ]  can 

be cancelled out because it appears in all level widths. In using the 

simplifying assumption that F 1  is constant, it is necessary, however, 

not to cancel this terrn. 

If the values of the a coefficients consistent with the 

independent-particle rigid-rotor prediction are ued, the 

value of F(Ob. 	—cc, is usually less than 0.25 

for the emission of neutrons and protons. Therefore, the angular- 

momentum exponential terms of the channels giving the main contributions 

to the total decal width would be expected to vary between 
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exp(0) = 1 and exp(0.2) = 128, and the total width 	can 

be considered as approximately constant, 

(e) The following treatment of experimental data omits 

the possibility that a proton or neutron can be emitted before 

the a particle, but actually, if a compound nucleus is excited 

to a high enough enory, a particles can be emitted after a 

noutron or proton has been emitted. Consequently, there may 

be confusion as to the exact.compound nucleus that is emitting 

the observed a particles. In the reactions discussed here, an 

attempt can be made to avoid this confusion by restricting the 

compound-nucleus interpretation to a particles emitted with a 

center-of-mass enerry above :15 to 20 NoV. Compound-nucleus-

theory calculations indicate that it is usually safe to assume 

that most of these relatively high-energy a particles are 

emitted from the primary compound nucleus, but the statistical 

theory, and also a comparison of the experimental (a,a') and 

(d,a) absolute cross sections, indicate that a significant 

number of low-energy a particles can be emitted after a neutron 

or proton. For example, in regard to one piece of experimental 

evidence, the compound nucleus formed by the bombardment of 

Cu by 8-NeV a particles is excited to 50 Meg, whereas the 

compound nucleus formed by the bombardment of Cu by 2I-MeV 

deuterons is excited to 30 NeV. The compound nuclei excited 

to 50 MeV by the incident 48-MeV  a particles certainly could 

emit a neutron or proton and yield a residual nucleus with an 
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excitation well over 30 14eV; and,judgingfrora the (d,a) 

cross section, this rosidual nucleus would then have a 

significant probability for low-energy a-particle emission. 

As far as the removal of angular momentum from the 

compound nucleus is concerned, the effect of the emission 

of a neutron or a proton before an a particle is not very 

great, since the average neutron or proton carries away a 

very small amount of ant- ular momentum. 

(f) Por the sake of machine computation, it was con-

venient to substitute summation forintegratlon in Eq. (7), 

and to expand the spherical Bessel functions as follows: 

1 

_) 
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D. Nuclear Level Density Detorm1natjon 

previously noted that the independent..partjclo.. 

model level density expression (Eq. 8) implies that the 

distribution of energy and angular momentum states of a 

highly excitd nucleus can be determined to a large ex-

tent by two 'parameters, B and(Vfl. This property of 
Eq. (8) can be used to confirm the validity of combining 

Eqs. (8) aud (7) when interpreting compound-nucleus re-
actions 0  According to Eq. (8), all of the cross sections 

that correspond to the same residual nucleus should be 

consistent with a single pair of parameters, Equations 

(9) and (10), which neglect shell effects, imply that the 

addition or subtractionof two nucleons should not change 

or 	appreciably; therefore, additional support 

for the validity of Eqs0 (7) and (8) can be obtained if.  

the (a,a') and (d,a) reactions on the same target -nucleus 

are consistent with approximately the same values of S 

and <Vfl2)v . As a final check, the values of the two para-

meters consistent with the compound-nucleus cross sections 

can also be compared to the predictions of Eqs0 (9) and (10). 

The procedure applied in obtaining leveland spin dis-

tribution information from the experimental data is irst 

to use Eqs. (7) and (8) and the most symmetrical experi-

mental. angular distributions to determine the value of 

Since the simplifying assumption that 	is 
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a constant makes it necessary to choose a value of 

for both the compound e?e and the residual nuclei, 

those are assumed to have the same value of 

As noted in the previous section in a more 

thorough treatment of the data, where 	is considered to 

be a function of I, the energy level and spin distributions 

of the compound nucleus cancel out in the final reaction 

cross-section oxprossion, and no assumption about compound-

nucleus energy levels and spins is necessary. 

The most symmetrical experimental (ct,ct) and (d,a) 

angular distributions for Al, Cu, and Ag, and the theoretical 

fits to these distributions, are shown in Figs. 20 through 

The values of 	7/$used in conjunction with Eqs. 

(7) and (8) to fit curves to the experimental data are given 

in Table I. As can be seen, the values of
III.

cor-

responding to the same target nucleus, but independently 

determined from the (a,at)  and (d,a) angular distributions, 

are not siguificantly different within the ac'euracy of the 

data and its interpretation0 

Mter the value of (mZvf61was determined, Eqs. (7) 

and (8) 2  plus the many assumptions outlined in the previous 

soction,were used to determine 	. 	The exporimotal 
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Fig. 20. The points A represent the experimental angular 
distribution of 17.-NeV (c.m. ) a particles produced 
by bombard1n Al with48-MOV (lab) a. particles The 
relative shapes of curves B and.0 are calculated by 
combining Eqs. (7) and 11 (8). For curve B, the value of 
the parameter <m a' / 	is 5 .3 (MeV) " and for curve C 
the value is 6.45 (MeV). In Figs. 20 through 25, no 
attempt has been made to use Eq. (7) to calculate an 
absolute cross section. 
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Fig.21. The points A represent the experimental angular 
distribution of 1.6-.14oV (c.m. ) a particles produced 
by bombarding Al with 24-MeV (lab) deuterons. The 
relative shapoi of curves B and C are calculated by 
combining Eqs. (7) and (8). For curve B the value 
of the parameter <w16 	is 5.3 (MeV)", and for 
curve C the value is 6.45 (MeV)-,. 
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Fig. 22. The points A represent. the experimental angular 
distribution of l,S'-MeV (c.m. ) a particles produced 
by bombarding Cu with 48-M0V  (lab) apartcles. The 
relative shapes of curves B and C are calc'i1ated by 
combining Eqs. (7) and (8). For curve B the value 
of the.pararieter<vn I>4 / 	is 7.6 (11eV) , and for 
curve C the value is 8.1 (NeV).. 
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relative shape of curve C is 
Eqs. (7) and (8). The value 
is 8.1 (MeV) 
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Fig. 24. The points A represent the experimental angular 
distribution of 1.0-MeV (c.m.) a particles produced 
by bombarding Ag with L.8-MeV (lab) a particles. The 
relative shape of curve B is calculated by combining 
Eqs. (7) and (8). The value• of the parameter ()/ 
is 10.1 (MoV)" . 
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distribution of 13.8-NoV (c.m.) a particles produced 
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differential cross section at a fixed large scattering 

angle, ® was divided by 

00 

(Ee,T' I T(I)i T() ex P{(7 	[7t 	
fit 

XI(4K+()[,) 	
K (

) 
 

and the quotient was plotted on semilog paper as a function 
y2. 

of [El 	If most of the a particles are emitted by the 

original compound nucleus, and if Eqs. (7) and (8) can be 

combined to give a valid description of the compound-nucleus 

cross sections, the resulting plot should be a straight line 

with a siope ecual totft2.f3J . We have already noted, 

however, that an appreciable number of low-enrgy secondary 

a particles can be emitted after a. neutron or proton. In the 

data treatment described here, all the a particles were as-

sumed to be primary alphas;therefore, a deviation from a 

straight line can be expected in the region of the 'semilog 

plot that corresponds to the emission of low-energy a particles. 

The (a,a) and (d,a) semi].og plots based on the 15-deg 

Al data (Fig. 26), are nearly straight lines. As shown in 
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FIg. 2.6. Semilog plots based on the A1(a,a' )Al and A1(d,a.)Mg 
data, See text for an explanation of the ordinate, 
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Table I, those two plots correspond to nearly identical values 

of fl/3$ ' or . 	The reason there isno appreciable devi- 

ation from a straight line due to secondary a-particle emission 

can be explained by the large c.m. correction for the rela-

tively light Al nucleus. For Al, the lowest c.m. a-particle 

energy measured by these experiments at large scattering angles 

is about 17 NoV. A 17-14eV secondary a particle is not very 

probable. 

The (a,a') and (d,a) semilog plots based on the 15-deg 

Cu data (Fig. 27),  do show a deviation from a straight line. 

The slopes of the straight line sections of the semilog plots 

for these two reactions are also given in Table I, and again 

thd two slopes are approximately equal. 

Since only a small portion of the Ag data is compatible 

with Eq. (7), and since none of the Au data is compatible with 

(7), no attempt was made to obtain semilog plots for the 

nuclear reactions with these nuclei. 

Table I also contains theoretical valued of 	and 

calculated with Eqs. (9) and (10), using the 

regular nucleon mass and a nuclear radius given by H = 

13AxID c.m • The last two columns contain the effective 

nucleon masses necessary to make values of S and 

derived from the experimental cross sections agree with the 

theoretical valties of Eqs. (9) and (10). In the theoretical 

calculation of 	 with Eq. (10) we assume that dM/dEF  0. 
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F Cu(a,a')Ci 

5.5 	O 	4.5 	4.0 	3.5 	3.0 	2,5 	2.0 

[Eex] 
1/2 

- -- 	 - 	 MU.27727 

Fig. 27. 	Semilog -plo.ts based on theCu(ct,a')Cu and Cu(d,a)Ni 
data. 	See text for an explanation of the ordinate. 
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The ranro of values of the effective nucleon mass at the 

Formi level obtained from the Cu data is in fair arroement 

with various predicted. vn]uos, but the erreement in the case 

of Al is poor (see Annendix B, especially references 29 and 

30). 

The results .ivon in Table I involve a number of important 

considerations and assu'npt.ions, some of which have already been. 

discussed: (a) The use of Eqs. (9) and (10) to determine 

and <m/S ne,lects the effects of nuclear shell structure. 

(b) The compound nucleus and the residual nucleus are assumed 

to have the snme value of This assumation is based 

on Eqs. (9) 	and (10) 	and therefore also ne1ects the effects of 

nuiear shell structure. . (c) The value assumed for the nuc].ear 

radius is very critical because both Eqs.. (9) and (10) contain 

the nucleon mass or effective nucleon mass in the form R 2  M or 

RM. A more extensive investiiation •vhich considers both 

shell structure and momentum-dependent nuclear potential 

effects would be warranted if experimental data for more 

tarret nuclei were available. 



X. CONCLUSION 

In the Introduction, the goal of those experiments was 

• 	described essentially as an attempt to determine whether 

experimental (a,a') and (d,a) reaction data could be found 

that are in agreement with the compound-nucleus theory as 

extended to the continuum. This goal has been achieved to 

the extent that some of the experimental data are consistent 

with the predictions of Eq. (7). Eowever,.as pointed out in 

the previous paragraphs, even for the light-target nuclei, 

which show the greatest agreement with Eq. (7),' there is a 

large degree of direct-interaction contamination at small 

scattering angles. It is apparent that with the experimental 

techniques employed lb these experiments, it was not possible 

to observe completely symmetrical ct-particle angular distri- 

butions. 

The, data showing consistency with Eq. (7) were also 

found to be in fair agreement with the Fermi gas model and 

the rigid-rotor nuclear moment of inertia predicted by this 

model. Unfortunately, the direct-interaction contamination, 

as indicated by the lack of complete symmetry; was always 

large enough to Introduce quantitative uncertainty into an 

interpretation based on the compound-nucleus theory. 

A discussion of methods that might be used to discrimi-

nate against the direct intoractions in the scattering ex- 

periments is useful, since, as mentione.d in the'Introductiofl, 

the present state of technology does not allow the' experimenter 



to exploit the relatively long lifetime of a compound nucleus, 

as compared to the time it takes for a direct interaction to 

occur. The excitation functions shown. in Figs. 16 and 17 , , 

which appear to be consistent with the compound-nucleus 

mechanism, suggest •a possibly valid method of discrimination. 

Those excitation functions indicate that in certain inelastic 

a-particle reactions on N1 8 , for example, the inelastically 

scattered a particles have a very high probability of being 

accompanied by the omission of a proton. It can be argued 

that, since the target nuclei are optically dense to a particles, 

the direct interactions that take place are mostly surface re-

actions. Therefore, if a proton Is knocked out of the nucleus 

by a direct billiard-ball type of collision, the proton would 

be emitted In a forward direction. On the other hand, a proton 

emitted at a large scattering angle may have a large prob-

ability of being a compound-nucleus proton. The agreement of 

the angular distribution of a particles 'with the compound-

nucleus theory might be increased, if it werd demanded that 

everya particle be in coincidence with a proton emitted ata 

large scattering angle such as 155  deg. 

Even if It is impossible to discriminate against direct 

Interactions, experimental conditions can be chosen that best 

allow the observatIon of particles produced with large corn-

pound-nucleus cross sections by appropriate selection of target 

nucleus, method of particle detection, energy of the Incident 



particle, and type of bombarding particle. As far as the 

target is concerned, the experiments described here indicate 

that the greatest agreement with. the statistical theory is 

achieved by bombarding relatively lirht nuclei. Since the 

experimental cross sections for the omission of low-energy 

a particles are the most consistont.with the predictions of 

the compound-nucleus theory, the method of particle detection 

should be such that a minimum amount of energy is consumed in 

observing the particle. An energy-detecting device plus a 

magnet for momentum determination, for example, consumes no 

energy at all, .A vary important problem that arises in the 

ob3ervation of low-energy charged particles Is the energy loss 

by bhese particles In the target foil. Very thin targets 

should be used, 

Even If only a prticlos emitted with relatively low 

energies are consistent with Eq. (7), variationof the energy 

of the Incident particles might be used to obtain data about 

a residual nucleus excited over a wide range of excitation 

energies. For example, the properties of the residual nucleus 

excited to Lo NoV could be studied by bombarding with SO-NOV 

a particles and measuring the cross sections for a particles 

emitted with 10 MeV; then the properties of the same residual 

nucleus excited to 30 NeVcould be obtained by bombarding 

with Li.O-MeV  a particles, and again measuring the cross section 

for the emi8sion of 10-NoV a particles. 
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The (a,a' ) scat borinc work of Fulibright et al. with
1.  20-MeV incident a pt1c1es19  indicates that for nuclei in the medium 

mass region the (a, a') cross sections for 20-MeV incident a particles are 

consistent with Eq. (7) over an appreciable range of the.ernitte.d a.- 

particle energy, The (a,ct') measurements of Igo for LI.O-MeV 

incident a particles 20  also show a tendency to agree with 

Eq. (7) in the case of the Al(a,at)AJ.* reaction, The lowest 

energy measured in these 40-MeV scattering experiments was 

perhaps too large to emphasize compound-nucleus anisotropy 

with symmetry around 90 dog. 

Some researchers have used heavy ions as bàmbarding 

particles to produce compOund nuclei. The idea is that the 

collision of two very complicated nuclei causes such pan-

demonlum that complete statistical equilibrium is assured. 

The results obtained br Zucker et al.' and by W. J. Knox et al. 22 

tend to be symmetrical around 90 deg, but the angular distributions 

will show a tendency to peak in the forward direction. 

It is not obvious that the collision of two half-nuclei 

immediately results in the formation of a well-ordered de-

generate gas. If particles can be emitted before the degenerate 

gas is formed, i.e., in a time shorter than the relaxation 

time, the nucleax' reaction is really not statistically random. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Ericson and Strutjnslcits.SornjQiassjcalDerjvatjon 

for a Compound-Nucleus Cross Section 

1e ,  

cr 

	

E a 	' 

	

dfLcAEa 	
the differential. cross'sectjon fo' emission 

of a particle with. channel energy E 2  in the 

direction 11.9. 	. 

the probability per unit energy per unit 

tii.o pci' unit anflular momentum phase space 

for the emission of a particle with an energy 
- 

	

	
E2  and an angular momentum £ in direction 

from the compound nucleus with spin I s  

= the total decay probability per unit time 

of the compound nucleus with spIn I s  

0_1= the cross section for the fth'matlon of a 

oompound nucleus with angular momentum I s  

and 	. 
d. = the azimuthal angle of I with respect .to. 

the incident beam. 

Thor if the target nucleus, the iicidont particle,-and the 

omitted particle are considered to have zero spin, and if 

integration is substituted for summation, the Bohr assumption 
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yields 

__ 	 _____ (A 

,By using, the principle of detailed balance, i.e, by 

assuming statistical randomness, 	 can 

be oxprossed in ten-is of the inverse process. 

Neglecting spin complications, the principle of 

dotailod balance may be expressed as 

WBA B  

where 	is the transition probability from states A 

to B, 	is the density of states A, and where W8_A 

andare corresponding quantities for the inverse tran- 

sitions. If L&A 	 , the in- 

verse transition' corresponds to the capture of the emitted 

particle bythesresidual nucleus. 

If we let 

the capture cross section by the residual 

nucleus of a particle with chnne1 energy 

direction t, and angular monientumi , 

V2 = the channel velocity of the captured 

particle, 



and 
V the volun'e in which the capture is 

considered to occur, 

then 
 

: U) 
whereTa(js the transmission coefficient of the emitted 

particle, and Ais the wave number of the emitted particle, 

EThe capture cross section daj (fl, E 	can be 

expressed as 

• R E,) 	2 Ta() 	 i1d. 

	

is the direction of the incident beam and if' 	is 

the azirmithal angle arouid T, integration yields the' classical 

• cross'séction for the ith partial wave incidonton the target 

nucleus: 

01 = 
	

S()sine d1dt 

IT 

= aa JT(n £(L.0)de) £d 

23( 	(2dL. 
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The density 	is the density of states of the com- 

pound nucleus with excitation energy E cn and angular 

momentum I: 

(4.G 

Equation (A.6)does not contain the term equivalent to the 

(23+1) term of Eq. (8) because this term is of geometrical 

origin and is considered In the phase-space integration. 

The density of states f is equal to the product of the 

energy level density of the residual nucleus 

and the number of states available to the emitted particle 

in volume V. If M2 is the reduced mass of the particle, 

then 

E a.  
Pr ( 	 V2 

Pr(Fe0)epL 	
2] 	3zEdEL), 

whore Eex = the excitation energy of the residual nucleus. 
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With slight rearrangomont, the principle of detailed 

balance finally yields 

j? 	 d_V) 

Expressions (A.l) and (A.8) can be combined to give 

dfLdE 2  

(E€O) ( 	 ex  P 	(I  a  -t-  1 2A  
p4c Y%  (E c r%)  D) 	C 	 1 	pL-ccnI] 

(A.) 

wheeC = aT(I) i:, 	= the wave length of 



the incident particle, andT(I) = the transmission 

coefficient of the incident particle with angular 

momentum I. 

The integration over fL is analogous to the 

integration (A.3): the angles and vectors involved 

are shown in FIg. 28. Integration over the angle 

yields the probability for the emission of a particle 

with angular momentum I In the direction with the 

angle e between n and I. It is convenient to Integrate 

angle +1 in terms of angle 	. An application of 

spherical geometry allows the following substitution: 

Gk 
	

EISI n-ce] 	. 

Ericson and Strutinski thG'n ue the relation 

f 
	

1C, 

 [eosj 	 (Ado) 

95 



MU.26I6 

Fig. 28. In this figure the vector I 1s considered to be In 
the YZ plane. The unit vector n is along the X axis; 
therefore the vector 	is always in the YZ.plane 
because E. is perpendicular to TT. By application 
of spherical trigonometry we have 

2-7 	?V  E s.tn e - co S 04] 

where cosGt varies botween-ISinel 	SLYGt. 
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and average over the directionof, I
.  as shown in 

Fig, 29, by using the expansions 

TO(ZicG r N 	) - 1) 1< (4K1 	K(ZL rU)(COSê) 	(A U) 

and 

~0)Yr)  

where 0  is the angle between the x axis and the projection 

of i on the (xy) plano and 	is the angle between n and 

the incident bean. These authors then average over the 

angle 9 of expression (A.11) and obtain 

/ 	 __ 

	

(2Kk! 	 (Ai) 



y 

IN 

- 	 MU.28687 

Fig. 29. In this firure we have an orientation of the X, Y, 
and Z axes that is different than the orientation in 
Fip. 26. Here the.beam is considered to be in the 
diroction of the Z axis; therefore, the compound-
nucleus anRular momentum vector I is always in the XY 
plane. As in Fic. 28the angular momentum vector of 
the omitted particle .Y,  is perpendicular to the di-
rection of the emitted particle . 



So the final expression for the reaction cross section is 

dfldE 

Eex 	fdl 21T(I) 
Pcn cv,O J 	 f expE-cI] 

(t) 
(

)2.(2 Lj) Pjv~ Uo5O) (4.I) 

Wei 
FAM 
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B. Nuclear Level Density Theory 

The theoretical litoraturo on angular momentum and energy 

level distributions at high nuclear excitation energies is 

fairly extensive; a brief and incomplete discussion of the 

theoretical work follows. 

Bathe gives a very general result based on statistical 

thorrnodynnmics: 

dE (E x ) 	 (si) 

where(Eex ) 	the total density of states at nuclear exci- 

tation E0 i S(E0 ) = the entropy of the nucleus at excitation 

energy E0 ,  and T = the thermodynamic temperature corresponding 

to energy E0.  For the incompressible liquid-drop model of the 
4/-fl 

nucleus, Bathe obtained p (E0 )ocE0expLconst  EexJs whereas 
for the Fermi gas model he obtained P . ( Eex)E oxpconst E I /2-1 

Many nuclear energy-level density derivations that appear 

in the literature are based on the expression 

This js a reasonable approximation in most applications of 

statistical mechanics, where the ntuuber of possible rear-

rangements is very large. In such cases, entropy can be 

defined as S =ln w, where the definition of w need not be 

very precise for example, w can be either the total number 

of ways that the system can be rearranged, or the number of 

ways in which the most probable arrangement can be rearranged. 
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The value of S is appro;;irnately the soxio for either dof 1-

nition of w. In nuclear excitations, especially when the 

excitation energy is not very large, the total number of 

possIble rearrangoments is In many cases relatively small. 

The difference between the total number, of ways of re-. 

arranging all possible distributions, and the number of ways 

of rearranging the most probable distribution, is significant, 

and a more precise expression for the density of. states is 

necessary. 

Using a more general nuclear model than a Fermi gas, 

Ulfienbock and van Lier consider the nucleus to consist of 

neutrons and protons in a potential well that has a continuous 

distribution of nucleon levels. 23  Applying the,method of 

Darwin and Fowler, they obtain the following expression for 

the total density of nuclear energy levels at excitation 

energy E0  

Vt 
p(E ) f (' 	expL( 

where S = the average proton level spacing  at the top of 

the Fermi disribut ion, ' the avera ge heutron :lejoi spacin g  

at the top of the Fermi distribution, and 	fi 4 

For a simpler nuclear model consisting of only one type 

of nucleon In a potential well, Ublonbeck and van Lier derive 
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BS
E  ex) 	 ex P L 	) J,• 	: 	

(B.3) 

where S3  the avorae nucleon spacing at the tOp Of the 
Fermi distribution. These authors point out that Eq.(B.3) 

is : s imilar  to a relation from the theory of numbers, v:hich 

givos the numbor of ways a large thtoger N can be partitioned: 

P (N) 2 ex 	(2 N/3 	 (B. ) 

if N = E0/ 3  , expression (B.3)  becomes propdrtional to 

(B.L). In other words, it is as if the question asked is 

how many ways can the energy Ebe. broken up into bits of 

energy of magnitude 3• 

Various authors have obtained expressions for the angular 

momentum distributions in nuclei. Employing essentially the 

same nuclear model as Uhienbeck and van Lier, Ross, for 

example, applied the riethod of Darwin and Fowlor and derived 

an expression for the density of states of a nucleus with spin 

3 and excitation onorjy E07 , 	 S  

x 	I 	Es exp[(' (Bs) 
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or 

'p (E en,,,T)
a 	/a 	exp[— 	F(E e 	(a - __________ 

Here 	(Eex)) 	S, and 3 are as previously defined for 

Eq. (B.2) also, 

(J/)  (6 E 
and 

- 	

~ 

andp.boing, ro8poctively, the average neutron and 

proton sin1e-particle density of levels at the top of the 

Fermi distribution with z component of total angular 

momentum equal to m. 

At first glance there appears to be a similarity 

between the terms of Eq. (B.6) which pertain to the angular 

momentum distribution s  i.e., 

-} 
07-3 ex 

L 2 

and the random-walk problem, or more generally, the central 

limit theorem. 	According to this theorem a sum of independ- 

ant random variables, 	S1 h" 	n tends to have a normal 

distribution with the standard deviation 

The number of nucleons excited in a nuclear excitation would 

be expected to be of the order T/S or(t/1T)(6Ee*/ ) we 

apply the central limit theorem, the standard deviation 

corresponding to the random alignment of all the nucleons 

might then be expected to be O 	 and the 

distribution of magnetic quantum numbers would be given by 
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the standard normal distribution as 

Phi
_ (_2..  
- ftj eKPLJ 

This final distribution is correct, but the plausibility 

argument used toobtain this result is wrong. Precise 

calculations, indicate that the actual average number of 

excited holes and nucleons is not(I/ 1 )(6E0 /)but 

	

(Z I n 2hr) ( 6 Ee 	
1/Z 	

1 Ericson, 2  and also Lang and LeCouteur, 25  

point out that (/1I(6Eex/ )'hl actually corresponds to the 

number of holes and oarticles that are excited away from 

their mean occupationniirnbers, If there were no fluctuations 

away from the average occupation numbers, the nucleon spins 

would actually always cancel out to zero. 

Equation (B.) for the distribution of spins J can be 

obtained by realizing that 

	

p) 	 t) 

or 

(#)' 

P (,T) 	(2 T A- 

One of the most complete independent-particle treatments 

of nuclear angular momentum andenergy level distributions is 

that by Claude B].och. 26  In' his derivation, Bloch does not, 

assume that'the distribution of nucleon levels is continuous, 
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i.e., he does not substitute integrations for summatons 

when evaluating sums involving nucleon levels. Unfortunately, 

his final result is not in a neat, closed mathematical form. 

Bloch points out that in some ces the shell structure of the 

nucleus could cause large deviations from the continuous-

nucleon-level distribution theory. For exsnple, if a shell 

is partly filled, the nucloons in the incomplete shell can be 

roarranged in many ways with no expenditure of energy, and the 

nuclear level density would be increased. On the other hand, 

if the shell is completely filled, energy must be expended to 

lift nucloons up to the next shell, and the nuclear level 

density would be decreased, However, since nuclear shell 

strixcture almost, completely disappears in the region of de-

formed nuclei, the shell effects discussed by Bloch would be 

most important around closed-shell nuclei, and the assumption 

of a continuous nucleon level distribution is not necessarily 

unreasonable in the region away from closed shells. 

Rosenzweig, using a very simlo nuclear model, obtains a 

closed form expression illustrating the shell structure effects 

considered by Bloch, 27  In Rosenzweig's model the nucleus 

consists of two kinds ofFormi particles, each occupying uni-

formly spaced energy levels. The degeneracy of each level is 

the same, although the degeneracies for the different particles, 

i.e., neutrons and protons, can be different. 
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For the neutron system, let n be the number of neutrons 

in the top Fermi level, g the degeneracy of each neutron 

level, and Y the spacing between adjacent levels. For the 

proton system, lot pbe the number of protons in the Fermi 

level, e the degeneracy of each level, and a the spacing 

between adjacent levels. If we set 	 , . 	 , 

and 	' 	 Rosonzweig's total level density expression 

has an appearance very similar to the total level density of 

Tjhlenbeck and van Lier: 

a 	2. 	'a 

p(Q)= exp[r[J 

where 

Q3Eex + 	 40 	e) 2- 

and 	is the excitat±on energy of the nucleus. For aex 

doubly magic nucleus, n =g, p = e, and Q 5  = Eex - (Yg+Ee)/2L.. 
For a nucleus, with both shells half filled, n = 9/2, p = e/2, 

and 	= E0 + (Yg+Ee)112. Since the value of?'orE could be 

as high as 3 or L. MeV, Roscnzweig 1 s result indicates that the 

COfltiflUous-nucleon-cljstribut ion derivations of the nuclear 

level density may not be vory reliable in the region of closed 

shells, especially at low excitation energies. Nevertheless, 

at high excitation energies, Rosenzweig's level density 

expression asymototicalJ.y apraches the continuous-nucleon-. 

level distribution derived by Uhienbeck and van Lier. As 
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already mentioned,tIie small cross section for the Ni (a,a2n)?JL 

excitation function 17) is consistent with a low density 

of states in a doub1' uin;ic nucleus. 

Bardoen, as early as 1937,  showed that the magnitude of 

nuclear level densit.ias based on the free Fermi particle model 

could be greatly modif:Lcd by the introduction of momentum 

dependent nucleon force2e  Since some very general arguments 

Indicate that if the independent-particle model is valid the 

average nucleon potential energy is monientum-dependent, effects 

such as those cons 	rd by Bardoen could be important. 29..30. 9 31  

The momentum depende-cc, is commonly considered by introducing 

an effective nucleon mass i; that is, the nucleon energy. 

eoilation 

E 2/2M +V( ( 	Va 
is put into the fori 

E= 2 JaM+V, 
where 	

(/2M 	i/M +V%(f)/.. 

The level spacing at the top of the Fermi distribution 

for nucleons in a moientum-dependent potential can be calcu-

lated just as for free Fermi particles, except that the 

effective nucleon mass is used instead of the free. nucleon 

mass. Therefore if E is the Fermi energy, and 11 is the 

nuclear radius, the totü number of nucleons is given by 
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/ 

and the nucleon level spacing at the top of .  the Forni 

distribution 	is 

i=. fl
*  \ 

dEF 	 I 	Ni 	I.. 

If the number of proon; , d the nuaber of neutrons, N, 

are considered separately, and if N is considered to be 

the s.me for neutrons and protons, Eqs. (B.12) and (B.13) 

can be combThed to give 

2i 

= 3(

\3 	2 	 S . 	 -* 
(.I') 

Bethe, and also ?3loch' have derived value3 for 

/ 	which is related to theterm 	 that appeal s in 

Eq. (B. 5). The derivation of these authors is based on the application 

of the W. K. B. approximation (or the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule) 

to a nuclear model involving a spin-independent square well potential V. 

The derivation goes as follows: let 
(R 	 2 LIz 

[ 	(E -v)  

where 	= the maximum radial quantum number for a• nucleon 

with anr'ular momentum and energy less than EF in the potential 

V, R = the nuclear radius, and 1,1 = the nucleon mass. 
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The number of nucleon states at Fermi level per unit energy with 

quantuit nunbersi and M, 	 / 
.\na 

T 
	 (Bt) Ns(E,) 

21c([F-v) L 	. 
F 

and the density of nucleon states With uiagnetic quantUm 

numbor m al,ongl is 
lax 

Vq p(E F) ) 

1V( 

By intogration,we h3v0 

p( r ,vd 

	

fo
fl ( a a(v 	4r2r (5. 

The mass density of a Fermi gas consisting of neutrons and 

protons in a square well potentiAL is 

(E,-V- 
3/?  M  

= 

and therefore 	. 	R 

vJ 

wh.o Iricr = the moment of a nucleus with A nucloons if the 

nucleus behaves as a rigid rotor. By.substitUtflg. an  harmonic 
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oscillator potential for the sqare well potential, and 

by usin-rr a similar metinod of deivation, Bloh obtains 

= 
I  MRZA 

If a nucleus could be completely described by an 

independent-particle niodol, 3lochts discrete -nucleon- level 

derivation would be a complete treatrent of nuclear angular 

momentum and energy level distributions and, at high 

excitation energies, a co-itinuous-nucle'on-level expression 

such as derived b7'ROSS is a good approximation to Bloch's 

discrete-nucleon-level derivation. However, the existence 

of collective and.pairing effects indicates that the mdc- 

pendent-particle model 1 s an oversimplification. One approach. 

to taking the collective effects into account is that used 

by Ericson, 32  who in considering the density of slow neutron 

resonance levels, in deformed nuc1eisuperimposes collective 

excitations onto intrinsic excitations. The trouble with 

this approach is that the independent particle model already 

contains the maximum number of quantum states, and the super-

position of collective states onto intrinsic states will 

eventually result in a redundancy. Consequently, the model 

considered by Ericson, while having some validityat low 

excitation enrgy, must cease to be valid at high excitation 

energy. 
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An indication of the excitation energy at which a 

superposition of collective excitations onto intrinsic 

excitations ceases to be valid might be obtained from the 

followin considorafici-is. The depth of nucleon levels 

involved in independent particle excitations. is app,roxi-

mately equal to the nuclear temperature. Whenthe nuclear 

temperature is larger than the depth of nucleon levels 

responsible for the collective excitations, the superposition 

of collective: nodes Onto intrinsic excitations: ceases to be 

valid, and the cunting, of independent particle'exctations 

might be expected to be a, valid method of bookkeeping. 

Elliot has shom that, ,  in light élemnts, ±otatithal properties 

can emerge from a limited athount of configuraiot mixing from 

levels near the Fermi level, 33  Consequently, in light elements 

the tenrerature equal to the depth of configuration mixing may 

not be very large. 

Another view of the relationship between the intrinsic 

and collective excitations is that given by Inglis's 
3 

TI 	 • 	 , cranking model. 
1i 	

Using 'a model consisting of nucleons 

in a deforried harmonic oscillator potential, Inglis subjected 

the system •to a peturhation by rotating thepotential well 

with a fixed iiiipiesscd angular veiocityfL • This introduces 

áperturbation inthe frame of reference of the rotating 

potential. Inglis argued that the reductionin energy caused 

by the perturbation should be equal to the increase in energy 
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for free rotation of the system, i.e. 	 The 

cranking model yields the following expression for the 

collective nuclear angular momentum.: 

X 	 Ct)-W3 - Z  	WI--_ CO 3 

where 1, m,and n are the quantum numbers in the three 

dimensiOns defining the single-nucleon states, COz is the 

oscillator frequency in the .x and y direction, and W  is 

the oscillator frequenc7 in the z,direction.• 

Although the second term is zero for closed shells,. 

it can be very large for open-shell nuclei because of the 

relatively small terms in the denominator, that. correspond 

to the admixture Of states near the groundleel, • •re..suiting 

from nucleons being excited up in one direction, e.g.,. x, and 

dom in another, e.rr., y. The first term in the cranking-

model expression for .1 corresponds to the contributions of 

more remote states and gives the relativeiy.,niallrrotationaJ - 

flow result for distorted closed-shell nucleons. Thus,ac-

cording to the t1cranking modcl,tt the major contribution to 

collective excitations comes from open-shell ncleons near 

the Fermi level; this, again suggests that it. is reasonable 

to neglect collective., rotations at, higher excitatipn energies. 

Whereas the existence of collective excitations., would 

cause the independen.t_particle.1.m0deJt0 underestimate the 

actual nuclear level density, pairing effects and the con- 
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sequent necessity of su1ying energy, to separate paired 

hucloons would cause the independent-particle model to 

overestimate the empirical nuclear level densities. In 

his collective model for the, neutron resonance-level density. 

of deformed nuclei, 1ricson also takes nucleon pairing effects 

into account, assuming that the pairing energy is constant and 

indopendent of nuclear excitation energy. Ideas developed in 

the theory of superconductivity suggest, however, that there 

could be a critical nuclear temperature at which pairing 

energy becomes zero, i.e., a nuclear excitation energy at 

which the gap in the nucleon-energy-level distribution goes 

to zero. 6  

In another study of neutron resonances, Lang and Lecouteur 

utilize a nuclear model consisting of a Fermi gas with a 
2 155  

pairing energy between two states of a pair. 	In this model, 

as in Ericson's, pairs of ñucloons can be excited without 

supplying the pairing  energy, but Lang and LeCouteur o not 

superimpose collective excitations onto intrinsic excitations. 

They find it necessary to assume a reduction in pairing energy 

with increasing temperature. to obtain a reasonable fit to 

experimental, neutron resonance data for deformed nuclei. 

Ericon probably does not have to assume a reduction in pairing 

energy, because he compensates the decrease in the number of 

nuclear energy levels caused by a constant pairing energy by 

superimposing collective excitations. 
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Strutinski has examined the effect of an energy gap 

upon nuclear level densities. His model consists of nucleons 

in. a potential well that has a constant energy gap 2 in 

the nucleon level distribution above the. Fernii levól, 37  This 

model does not allow the excitation of nucleon pairs without 

the absorption of an energy. equal to twice the energy gap. 

Strutinski finds that the dependence of the ni.tclear level 

density on the nuclear excitation -energy E e  in the region 

6< E<20g can be approximately written as.p(Eex.)CEexp ~Ee'-Q/Ti ~ 

where the temperatureT is nearly constant. Healso obtains 

a value for themoment of inertia I for this model 

IL IZ 	C, 	
: 	

(B. 23) 

—.> I rig as T becomes large. 

According to Strutinskits model,and also according to 

Lang and LeCoutcur's model, nucleon pairing tends to decrease 

the moment of inertia. However, at high exciiation.energies, 

Strutinski's model yields the rigid-rotormoment of;inertia, 

and Lang and LeCouteur 's ) ,,iodel approximates the independent 

particle moineitum distribution, which again can correspond to 

the rigid-rotor moment of inertia. 

'icson has carefully examined very accurate level density 

determinatijons for A128,  S33 , Ni 6 1  Fc, Fe 7, and Fe 8  by 

(p,pI) and (d,p)reactions for excitation energies below 5  or 
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6 MeV. 8  Since the data consists of discret e! levels, and 

since the 	values of the incident particles ensure that 

a wide range of spin values with both paritis can be excited, 

the density distributions are probably quito;accurte. 

Ericson found that an independent-particle expression, such 

as (B.) does not describe the nuclear level densities very 

well for energies below 5  or 6 MoV. A much better fit to 

the experimental data is obtained with a constant temperature 

• expression, i.e., 

P(E.eYI j 
	 p(JJa. (B2) 

• 	Ericson gives a qualitative argument, based on an energy 

gap, to explain the constant temperature. Such a gap would 

introduce some order in the nucleus,, which would be gradually 

removed as the excitation energy of the nucleus is increased, 

as is the case in a melting system. This is the reason for 

the constant temperature. When ordr disappears, a second-

order transition occurs, and the nucleus might then be 

expected to behave as a Fermi gas. 

Some of the foregoing considerations are reasons for 

attempting to interpret the assumed compound-nucleus 

components of the (a,a') and (d,a) cross sections In terms 

of the energy level and an,ular momentum distributions based 

on the independent-particle model or Fermi gas model. Despite 

all omissions, limitations, and oversimplifications of the 
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independent particle theory, and despite the fact that 

at lo-cxcitation energies there is empirical evidence 

aralnct the sirplo independent-particle model, there is 

perhaps some theoretical basis for assüdng that level 

density expressions such as (B.S)  may very well have. 

validity at higher excitation energies. 
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